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Abstract This study considers the problem of protecting metros against terrorist

attacks. We have collected statistics on all terrorist attacks committed in the metro

since 1883, and we have analyzed the efficiency of technical security systems

deployed at the metro. The analysis conducted showed that technical systems

employed presently in metros cannot prevent bringing explosive devices of a certain

type into the metro. Mathematical calculations make it possible to establish the

assigned risk of delivering explosive devices of a certain type into metros. The

research offers a possible way of increasing the level of security in the metro against

the conveyance and use of explosive devices.

Keywords Metro � Subway � Terrorist attack on metro stations � Act
of terrorism in the subway � Statistics on all terrorist attacks in the

metro

1 Introduction

The terrorist attack in the Saint-Petersburg Metro (Russian Federation) committed

on April 3rd 2017 showed the urgency of the problem of protecting metro systems

from terrorist acts.
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The metro system is a critical and fundamental urban infrastructure (Deng et al.

2015). Numerous metro terrorist attacks expose the vulnerability of metro systems

(Shvetsov 2015a).

The analysis showed that from 1883 to 2017, 39 terrorist attacks were committed

in the metros of London, Paris, Moscow, Tokyo, New York, and other metros of the

world. These terrorist attacks resulted in 745 fatalities and 8971 injuries.

Statistics of terrorist acts at metro systems around the world are shown in

Tables 1, 2, and 3.

92.3% of terrorist attacks in the metro were committed with explosive devices

(Table 3). This proves that potential terrorist threats committed with EDs constitute

the major threat for metros. Other possible tools and ways of terrorist attacks are

described in (Matsika et al. 2016; Shvetsov and Shvetsova 2017; Dietrich et al.

2017; Nehorayoff et al. 2016; Shvetsov et al. 2017b; Ackerman 2016).

Acts of terrorism committed in the metro resulted initially in equipping metro

stations with technical security systems aimed at ensuring anti-terrorist security

(Muratov 2015a; MMSS 2017).

Technical security systems are intended for detecting prohibited objects

(including weapons and explosive devices) hidden under clothes and in the

baggage of incoming passengers. According to the Moscow Metro Security Service,

in 2016, the inspection of incoming passengers resulted in the detection of 77,000

prohibited objects including army hand grenades and antitank rocket launcher

(MMSS 2017).

Technical security systems are deployed at the Security check zones located in

the entrance halls between the entrances into metro stations and turnstiles.

Technical security systems deployed at the metro are structured in Table 4.

According to the information of the Saint-Petersburg Metro Security Service

(Russian Federation) by April 3rd 2017, 95% of stations were equipped with the

technical security systems listed in Table 4 (SPMSS 2017). However, this did not

help to prevent the terrorist attack in the Saint-Petersburg Metro on April 3rd 2017.

To prevent new terrorist attacks, we need to investigate the reasons for the

insufficient level of anti-terrorist security in the metro system even after equipping

stations with technological security systems.

2 Literature Review

The literature review consists of a brief review of the historical highlights and

research studies pertaining to terrorist attacks in the metro during the past 134 years.

Between 1885 and 2017, metro systems of 14 countries of the world have

suffered 39 terrorist attacks (Tables 1, 2).

The terrorist attacks mentioned below exemplify the most notable of them:

July 7, 2005 London (UK): suicide bombers almost simultaneously put into

action explosive devices in three metro trains between stations «Aldgate» and

«Liverpool Street», «King’s Cross» and «Russell Square», and near the station

«Edgeware Road». As a result, 52 people died, and over 700 people were injured

(Shvetsov et al. 2017a);
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Table 1 Terrorist attacks at metros of the world

Data, City, Country Place of terrorist attack Terrorist tool Injuries Fatalities

30-10-1883, London, UK Station ‘‘Praed Street’’

(‘‘Paddington’’)

Explosive

device

(ED)

40 0

Station ‘‘Westminster Bridge’’

20-01-1885, London, UK Station ‘‘Gower Street’’ (‘‘Euston

Square’’)

ED 0 0

26-04-1897, London, UK Station ‘‘Aldersgate Street’’

(‘‘Barbican’’)

ED 60 1

04-02-1939, London, UK Station ‘‘Tottenham Court Road’’ ED 2 0

Station ‘‘Leicester Square’’

26-07-1939, London, UK Station ‘‘Victoria Station’’ ED 7 1

Station ‘‘King’s Cross’’

15-03-1976, London, UK Station ‘‘West Ham’’ ED 10 1

16-03-1976, London, UK Station ‘‘Wood Green’’ ED 1 0

08-02-1977, Moscow,

Russian Federation

Between stations ‘‘Izmailovskaya’’

and ‘‘Pervomaiskaya’’

ED 37 7

23-12-1991, London, UK Station ‘‘Harrow-on-the-Hill’’ ED 0 0

Station ‘‘Neasden’’

23-02-1992, London, UK Station ‘‘London Bridge’’ ED 29 0

03-02-1993, London, UK Station ‘‘South Kensington’’ ED 0 0

19-03-1994, Baku,

Azerbaijan

Station ‘‘20 January’’ ED 49 14

03-07-1994, Baku,

Azerbaijan

Between stations ‘‘28 May’’ and

‘‘Ganjlik’’

ED 58 13

15-12-1994, New York,

USA

Metro train ED 2 0

21-12-1994, New York,

USA

Station ‘‘Fulton Street Station’’ ED 48 0

20-03-1995, Tokyo, Japan Five metro trains Toxic

substance

(TS)

6300 13

25-07-1995, Paris, France Station ‘‘Saint-Michel’’ ED 117 8

17-08-1995, Paris, France Station ‘‘Charles de Gaulle-Etoile’’ ED 17 0

06-10-1995, Paris, France Station ‘‘Maison Blanche’’ ED 13 0

17-10-1995, Paris, France Between stations ‘‘Orsay Museum’’

and ‘‘Saint-Michel’’

ED 29 0

28-10-1995, Baku,

Azerbaijan

Between stations ‘‘Ulduz’’ and

‘‘Narimanova’’

ED 300 289

11-06-1996, Moscow,

Russian Federation

Between stations ‘‘Tul’akaya’’ and

‘‘Nagatinskaya’’

ED 16 4

03-12-1996, Paris, France Station ‘‘Port-Royal’’ ED 92 4

29-10-1997, Tbilisi,

Georgia

Station ‘‘Didube’’ ED 0 1
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On March 29, 2010, in Moscow (Russian Federation): two terrorist acts were

committed: female suicide bombers exploded two explosive devices at the stations

of the Moscow metro «Lubyanka» and «Park Kultury», 41 persons were killed and

88 injured (Dikanova 2010);

On April 11, 2011, in Minsk (Belorus), an explosive device was exploded at the

metro station ‘‘Oktyabr’skaya’’. The explosive capacity of the explosive devices

was equal to approximately 5 kg of TNT, and was filled with armature, nails, and

metallic balls. 15 people were killed, and 203 were injured (Krupnye terroristich-

eskie akty 2013).

Table 1 continued

Data, City, Country Place of terrorist attack Terrorist tool Injuries Fatalities

01-01-1998, Moscow,

Russian Federation

Station ‘‘Tret’yakovskaya’’ ED 3 0

08-08-2000, Moscow,

Russian Federation

Underground crossing under the

‘‘Pushkin Square’’

ED 118 13

27-07-2000, Düsseldorf,

Germany

Station ‘‘Wehrhahn’’ ED 10 0

05-02-2001, Moscow,

Russian Federation

Station ‘‘Belorusskaya-Koltsevaya’’ ED 20 0

04-09-2001, Montreal,

Canada

Station ‘‘Berri’’ TS 45 0

12-05-202, Milan, Italy Station ‘‘Duomo’’ ED 0 0

18-02-2003, Taegu, South

Korea

Station ‘‘Jungangno’’ Combustible

fluid (CF)

151 192

06-02-2004, Moscow,

Russian Federation

Between metro stations

‘‘Avtozavodskaya’’ and

‘‘Paveletskaya’’

ED 250 42

31-08-2004, Moscow,

Russian Federation

Station ‘‘Rizhskaya’’ ED 46 10

07-07-2005, London, UK Between stations ‘‘«Aldgate» and

‘‘Liverpool Street’’

ED 700 52

Between stations ‘‘King’s Cross’’

and ‘‘Russell Square’’

Station ‘‘Edware Road’’

29-03-2010, Moscow,

Russian Federation

Station ‘‘Lubyanka’’ ED 88 41

Station ‘‘Park Kultury’’

11-04-2011, Minsk,

Belarus

Station ‘‘Oktyabr’skaya’’ ED 203 15

14-07-2014, Santiago,

Chile

Station ‘‘Los Dominicos’’ ED 0 0

22-03-2016, Brussels,

Belgium

Station ‘‘Maalbeek’’ ED 70 14

03-04-2017, Saint-

Petersburg, Russian

Federation

Between stations ‘‘Technological

institute’’ and ‘‘Sennaya Square’’

ED 40 10

Totals 8971 745
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The public transportation system appears to have become a preferred target of

terrorists because of the potential for disruption, destruction, and the possibility of

escape of the perpetrator(s), due to the size, openness, accessibility, lack of

passenger identification, and the number of people such transportation systems carry

(Jenkins 2001). Terrorist attacks on the public transportation system are described in

(Colliard 2015; Bruyelle et al. 2014; Borrion et al. 2014; Edwards et al. 2016;

Johnstone 2011; Lockey et al. 2005; Fiumara 2015; Hunter and Lambert 2016;

O’Neill et al. 2013; Setola et al. 2015; Jenkins 2004; Polunsky 2015, 2017; Wilson

et al. 2007; Tripathi and Borrion 2016; Starita and Scaparra 2017; Lievin et al.

2013).

Prevention and preparedness of risks in transportation systems are crucial for

homeland security and require, among other things, a proper analysis of the

vulnerabilities of the assets, a clear awareness of criticalities, possible countermea-

sures, and adequate methods to design, scale, and optimize the protection (De Cillis

et al. 2013).

With almost 200 metro systems worldwide, and hundreds of millions of

passengers carried annually (Ackerman 2016), underground or metro systems by

their open-access nature are at risk from terrorist attack. Such concentrations of

Table 2 Terrorist attacks at

metros, statistics on countries
Country Number of attacks % of total

UK 11 28.2

Russian Federation 9 23.0

France 5 12.8

Azerbaijan 3 7.6

USA 2 5.1

Japan 1 2.5

Georgia 1 2.5

Germany 1 2.5

Canada 1 2.5

Italy 1 2.5

South Korea 1 2.5

Belarus 1 2.5

Chile 1 2.5

Belgium 1 2.5

Totals 39 100

Table 3 Terrorist tools

employed in metros
Terrorist tools Number of attacks % of total

Explosive device (ED) 36 92.3

Toxic substance (TS) 2 5.1

Combustible fluid (CF) 1 2.5

Totals 39 100
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people in contained environments make the systems especially vulnerable to attack

through the use of explosives and improved explosive devices (Ashby et al. 2017).

One of the primary aims of terrorists is to terrorize people; therefore, the Metro

system used by almost every city resident has become a priority object for attacks.

Terrorist attacks in the metro plants fear in human hearts that next time, they can be

killed in the next terrorist act. People will remember this threat every time they

come down into the metro (Shvetsov 2015b).

The major terrorist tool for committing attacks in the metro is explosive devices

(Shvetsov et al. 2017a). Explosive devices are the most common method of carrying

out terrorist attacks not only in metros but also on railways (Standberg 2013; Strandh

2017). An example of this is the terrorist attack committed on the morning of 11th

March 2004, when ten explosions took place in four commuter trains inMadrid, Spain

(Larcher et al. 2015). This terrorist method is the most destructive compared to other

methods such as armed assaults, subversive activities, or arson (O’Neill et al. 2012).

Bombs are relatively easy and cheap to construct, with detailed instructions on how to

build various forms of explosives readily available online (Weimann 2004), and can

injure enough people to overwhelm the security resources in many communities

(DePalma et al. 2005; Larcher et al. 2015). Types of EDs employed in metros and the

ways of introducing them are described in (Shvetsov et al. 2017a).

3 Methodology

The reasons for the insufficient level of anti-terrorist security in metro systems can

be revealed by the assessment of the efficiency of the technological security systems

installed at metro stations’ entrance halls and by calculation of the percentage of

risks of bringing EDs into metro which these systems allow.

Table 4 Technical security systems deployed at the metro

Engineering and technical

facilities; systems for complete

passenger flow screening and

monitoring

Engineering and technical

facilities and systems for partial

(selective) passenger flow

screening

Engineering and technical

facilities and systems for

disarming suspected

explosives

Radiation monitoring equipment Stationary X-ray screening

baggage inspection systems of

conveyer and non-conveyer

types

Radio suppression systems

for radio-controlled

explosive devices

Metal detector gates Stationary X-ray screening

systems for individual

inspection of passengers

Explosion-proof containers

Video surveillance system Transportable detectors of

explosives and illicit substances

using tagged neutron

technology

Hand-portable metal detectors

Portable X-ray television systems

Portable explosive vapor detectors
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Methodologies used for the assessment of terrorist hazards and applicable to

metro are described in the research work «Risk assessment methodology

(RAMPART Methodology)» (Matsika et al. 2016).

• RAMCAP Plus: An all hazards’ resilience oriented RAM, focusing on

decreasing the vulnerability by identifying critical threats and scenarios, and

increasing the system’s resilience (ASME-ITI 2009).

• NSRAM: The focus of the Network Security Risk Assessment modelling

(NSRAM) methodology is to determine the interconnected system response to

different types of incidents and accidents (IIIA 2015).

• FAIR: Factor Analysis of IT and Information Risk (FAIR) is a framework for

creating and maintaining a threat-modelled information risk framework (Optical

Risk 2014).

• SEST-RAM: Developed through the EC SECURESTATION project

(Soehnchen and Barcanescu 2014).

• FAIT: This tool was developed in the US by the National Infrastructure

Simulation and Analysis Center to support DHS by determining the significance

and the interdependencies of the US critical infrastructures (Kelic et al. 2008).

• RAND Methodology: Scenario-based qualitative RA cost-effective evaluation.

The scope of the work is the railway sector and terrorist threats (Ortiz et al.

2008).

Detailed study of the described methodologies has shown that these methodolo-

gies cannot be applied to assess the efficiency of technical security systems installed

at metro stations’ entrance halls and to calculate the risk of bringing EDs into metro

permitted by these systems.

This analysis can be performed by two stages:

Stage One—development of a model for anti-terrorist protection of metro (the

model will help assess the efficiency of the technical security systems installed at

metro stations’ entrance halls);

Stage Two—mathematical calculation of the risks of bringing ED into metro (the

calculation will allow us to determine the percentage of the risk of bringing ED

permitted by the technical security systems).

3.1 Stage One—Development of the Model of Anti-terrorist Protection
of Metro Systems

The development of the model includes Unit 1 that describes different types of EDs

(that can be brought into metro) and Unit 2 that describes technical systems (for

detecting EDs). Subsequently guidelines simulate connections between Units 1 and

2 that show what ED type is detected by a certain technical security system.

The model helps us to determine:

• What types of EDs are detected by the systems for complete passenger flow

screening;
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• What types of EDs are detected by the systems for partial passenger flow

screening. When only partial inspection is used, there is a risk of bringing EDs

into metro.

Unit 2

METRO TECHNICAL SECURITY
SYSTEMS DETECTING EDs

Unit 1

TYPES OF EDs THAT CAN BE 
BROUGHT INTO METRO

ED of the second type

Explosive substances (ES)

EDs without metal casing

EDs without metallic projectile 

ED of the first type

EDs with radioactive substances

EDs with metallic projectile

EDs with metal casing 

Systems for partial (selective) 
passenger flow screening

Stationary X-ray screening 
inspection baggage systems of 
conveyer and non-conveyer types  

Stationary X-ray screening 
systems for individual inspection 
of passengers

Transportable detectors of 
explosives and illicit substances 
using tagged neutron technology

Portable X-ray television systems

Portable explosive vapor detectors

Hand-portable metal detectors

Systems for complete passenger 
flow screening 

Metal detector gates

Radiation monitoring equipment

Fig. 1 Model of metro counter-terrorist protection
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The authors have formed a model of metro counter-terrorist protection (Fig. 1)

that shows what technical security systems identify specific types of EDs when the

latter are brought into the metro.

3.1.1 Results

As a result, the developed model of metro anti-terrorist protection shows that:

(1) the security systems ensure complete inspection of the entire incoming

passenger flow for:

• EDs with metal casings, EDs containing metallic projectiles, and EDs containing

radioactive substances (hereinafter—EDs of the first type);

(2) the security systems ensure only partial inspection of the incoming passenger

flow for:

• explosive substances, EDs without metal casings, EDs containing no metallic

projectiles, and EDs containing no radioactive substances (hereinafter—EDs of

the second type).

The security systems ensure only partial inspection of the incoming passenger

flow for EDs of the second type. Therefore, the risk of bringing an ED of the second

type into the metro remains.

3.2 Stage Two—Mathematical Calculation of the Risks of Delivering EDs
Into the Metro

A mathematical calculation of the percentage of the risk caused by bringing EDs of

second type into the metro allowed by the technical security systems can be

implemented by the following formula:

X ¼ 100� Y2

Y1
� 100; ð1Þ

where: X is the risk of bringing an ED of second type into the metro; Y1 is the

number of incoming passengers; Y2 is the number of passengers who have passed

additional (selective) screening.

3.2.1 Results

The experimental calculations using formula (1) were implemented by the example

of the Moscow metro where all stations had already been equipped with the

technical security systems listed in Table 4 [according to the information provided

by the Moscow Metro Security Service (MMSS 2017)].

Given the source data are as follows:
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Y1 (the number of incoming passengers) is 6.9 mln people per day (Metrobits

‘‘World Metro Database’’ 2017);

Y2 [the number of passengers who have passed additional (selective) screening] is

130 thousand people per day (MMSS 2017; Muratov 2015b),

having calculated according to the formula (1), we received the following results:

X (risk of bringing an ED of second type into the metro) equals 98.1%.

Calculations of the probability of bringing EDs of the second type into the metro

(98.1% in accordance with formula 1) point to the main problem in the anti-terrorist

protection of the metro. This problem is the low efficiency of the deployed technical

security systems. These systems do not allow for inspection of the entire incoming

passenger traffic for EDs of the second type and allow the risk of bringing in EDs of

the second type which creates a hazard of committing new terrorist attacks.

4 Discussion

The partial (selective) inspection of incoming passengers for the purposes of

detection of EDs of the second type creating a hazard of committing new terrorist

attacks is explained by the fact that due to the tremendous passenger, traffic

technical security systems deployed at the metro do not ensure complete inspection.

Passenger traffic at the metro stations reaches:

• 9.0 million people per day (Tokyo metro) (Metrobits ‘‘World Metro Database’’

2017);

• 6.9 million people per day (Moscow metro) (Metrobits ‘‘World Metro

Database’’ 2017);

• 4.7 million people per day (New York metro) (Metrobits ‘‘World Metro

Database’’ 2017).

The high metro passenger traffic makes it impossible for the deployed technical

security systems to inspect the entire incoming passenger flow. For instance, the

measurements of the incoming passenger traffic at the Moscow metro station

‘‘Bykhino’’ showed that between 8.00 a.m. and 8.15 a.m. (rush hour), the incoming

passenger traffic reaches 6 persons per second. However, the inspection time at the

booth of the X-ray inspection system ‘‘X-Scan’’ is 5 s; in addition, a certain time is

required for the person to enter and exit the booth, which on the whole requires

15–20 s per person per check, which makes it technically impossible for the metro

security service to screen all incoming passengers for having an ED of the second

type with them.

The scheme of introducing EDs in the metro (Fig. 2) shows the portion of

passengers not inspected for EDs of the second type freely entering the metro and

consequently able to bring EDs of the second type into the metro.

The scheme of bringing EDs into the metro (Fig. 2) and calculation according to

the formula (1) showed that the inadequacies of the metro technical security systems

are the reasons for insufficient level of anti-terrorist security in metro and require

upgrading. The Metro needs equipping with additional technical security system
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capable of 100% inspection of incoming passengers for the presence of EDs of the

second type.

Fig. 2 Scheme of bringing EDs in the metro
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To equip the metro with a system capable of 100% inspection of newly chosen

passengers for the presence of EDs of the second type, we need to determine the

handling capacity which this system must ensure.

A handling capacity of not more than 0.16 s per person on the move was

determined on the basis of statistic data on passenger traffic at the metro station

‘‘Vykhino’’ (Moscow Metro) which has one of the highest possible rates of

passenger flow among all metro stations of the world (170,000 passengers per day

(Muratov 2015a). Measurements of the incoming passenger traffic at this station

showed that between 8.00 a.m. and 8.15 a.m. (rush hour), the incoming passenger

traffic reaches 6 persons per second.

Fig. 3 Scheme of screening incoming passengers that ensures 100% detection of weapons, EDs of the
first and the second types
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Equipping metros with additional technical security systems that have a

preliminary calculated handling capacity according to this scheme will work in

practice for the screening of incoming passengers (Fig. 3) to ensure 100% detection

of EDs of the first and the second types.

Scheme for the screening of incoming passengers (Fig. 3) will resolve the

problem of the insufficient level of anti-terrorist security in metros. This conclusion

is supported by the research (Barkakati et al. 2010).

5 Directions for Future Research

This research can be developed further in two directions:

• the elaboration of technical security system capable of 100% inspection of

passengers of the metro for the presence of EDs of the second type due to its

handling capacity of not more than 0.16 s per person on the move;

• this research can also serve as a basis for the development of the Strategy for

protection against terrorist attacks in the metro (further on in this paper—

Strategy). The Strategy must offer a complex of organizational measures and

methodologies and technologies aimed at the protection against terrorist attacks

in the metro. The Strategy must be universal and applicable to a metro system of

any country of the world; it can be developed by an international consortium

consisting of research organizations dealing with the sphere of transport

security.

The development of the Strategy may be financed by an interested party (for

example, an international organization like the United Nations Security Council

Counter-Terrorism Committee (CTC 2017) or governmental authorities like the

Transportation Security Administration (USA) (TSA 2017).

After it has been developed, the Strategy will become an international roadmap

for protection of metro against terrorist attacks.

6 Practical Application of the Results of the Research

The results we obtained can be employed by an interested party (for example, Metro

Security Service (MMSS 2017), or governmental authorities like the Transportation

Security Administration (USA) (TSA 2017) for the development of programs for

protection against terrorist attacks in the metro.
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